Chapter 3455
No one expected that Charlie would sit on that seat so openly and casually.
As if, that seat itself was his.
Changyun, who was robbed of his seat, was so angry that his face turned
green.
He originally thought that since Charlie was a newcomer, he must have
restrained his sharpness, and even if the old man let him sit in this seat, he
would have taken the initiative to resign and then returned the seat to him as
an elder.
But who would have thought, this guy actually sat down directly!
This makes Changyun heart can’t help but curse angrily: “Da*n! This boy is too
ignorant of the rules. Just came back and grabbed your third uncle’s seat, do
you want to step on my head to get to the top?”
The elder Andrew was also very upset in his heart.
He originally thought that Charlie would be more restrained and humble when
he returned to the Wade family, in front of the old man and so many uncles.
But he did not expect that Charlie would simply ignore these so-called elders.
Andrew couldn’t help but curse in his heart, “This Charlie, stealing Changyun’s
position, on the surface, is hitting Changyun’s face, but in reality, is giving
Morgan a downward spiral!”
“He is a grandchild after all, whether by generation, by seniority, or by order of
seniority, he should be behind my two younger brothers, and also behind my
son Morgan!”

“But now, the old master actually let him go directly over Morgan, over the old
uncles, and sit directly in front of Old man……”
“If the old man favors him to this extent, that’s an extremely dangerous sign!
In case he overtakes Morgan, then in the future, is it possible that the Wade
family will fall into his hands?!”
Morgan was just as angry.
In any family, the eldest son and grandson are the ones with the highest gold
content, so in Morgan’s eyes, his younger siblings, who will all have to make a
living under him in the future, are naturally inferior to him by several levels.
Not to mention these younger siblings, even those uncles, and aunts too.
When the old man leaves, the Wade family’s power will be handed over to his
father, these uncles and aunts began to the development of the wind direction
of the relatives.
At that time, they do not also have to look at their own face?
But today, the old man has raised Charlie to such a high position, which really
gives him a huge sense of crisis.
The other Wade family members are also dissatisfied with the old man’s
approach, but at this time no one dares to say it to his face, so each one can
only hold back.
After everyone sat down, Leon took a guest invitation written with a brush and
handed it to Zhongquan with both hands, saying respectfully,
“Master, for this ancestral ceremony, there are 791 members of the Wade
family from all over the world, and the list is all on this invitation.”

“Good!” Zhongquan nodded in satisfaction and said, “The fact that so many
members of the family’s side branches can come proves that they haven’t
forgotten their roots!”
Leon handed over another invitation and continued, “Master, the
representatives of the relatives who came to pay their respects today are one
hundred and thirty-six in total.”
“All of them are the heads of the branches of the Wade family and the eldest
sons and grandsons, the list is on this posting, and the order on it is the order
of the relatives’ visits later.”

